
Game starts as shown with 1 inside the circle and 1 in the middle
with the puck. Drill starts with coach whistle and 1s attack 3v2. As
soon as the initial whistle is blown the next set of players ( 2 and 
2) jumps in and sets up to go 3v2 going the other direction (defensive
players always start in the circle). The original 3v2 plays out until coach
blows the whistle, at which point the second group attacks the opposite
direction with original offensive players ( 1) backchecking to gain
possession of puck ( 1 are �nished, return to line). A new set of
players again (this time 3 and 3) jump out being ready to go in the
other direction, play goes continuous on the whistle. Players must
hustle back into line and be ready to go.
Progressions: drill can be adapted to multiple number of players (2v1,
2v2, 3v1, etc.).

Key Points

Backcheckers- come back to the house then identify area of

need. Play will turn into 5v3 so defensive players need to

overwhelm puck carrier and create turnover. Read and react so

not all defensive players are converging on puck

Attacking team needs to generate quick �rst shot as they will be

outmanned quickly. Use attack triangles and spread out to �nd

shooter

Communication

On whistle,  skates with puck and weaves through pylons at

blue line

At the same time,   follows the play, weaving through pylons

and net

Players come out of last pylon strong and play a 1v1

Progressions:
D start with puck and pass to forwards to initiate drill

Forward can skate around any number of cones (or go back

through some, purple line) before attacking

Key Points

 faces forward the entire time, pivots around obstacles

 cuts hard around pylons and keeps pace up

HCF 14U Week 20- ZE/Transitions

Theme- putting it all together, zone entries and transition habits.

Continuous ZE with BC 8 mins
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Set up the zone as shown, be creative if the game has to be played in a
larger/smaller area. Break kids up so 4-5 are in the "out�eld" and 2-3
are "at bat"or can make two equal teams (keep kids active). Player at bat
pass/shoot the puck with a "fair hit (between tires) in the zone and
races to skate around cones and back to goalline. Players in out�eld
must complete X number passes before shot on goal (depends on skill).
To get batter out they must score (or just get shot on goal) before the
player crosses the goal line. For a "homerun" batter makes it all the way
back to goal line or goalie freezes the puck. Keep score if teams are
even numbers. 
Progressions:

Change number of passes required before shot can be taken (0-

everyone must touch the puck)

Change skating technique for the batter

Require certain types of passes for �elders

Place a coach or obstacles in the �eld to increase awareness

Key Points

Players in the out�eld need to move around to be an option for a

pass, can follow puck up to net for rebounds.

Be in a good position to get a pass, move towards the net.

Change players around so everyone can bat.

Coach spots puck behind net, both players must race to get skates into
the center circle before battling for puck and play it out 1v1. Winner is
on offense, loser on defense trying to skate the puck out.
Progressions:

Instead of defense skating the puck out they can pass to

teammates for change of possession

Coach can add players at any point to create certain matchups.

Players can pass to line to add a teammate and create odd man

situation

Players must execute scissor move with teammate to add

another player

Key Points

Execute proper turns and accelerate to puck

Don't put yourself in a bad situation, go into the boards at an

angle and not stay 2-3 feet away face �rst!

Baseball 8 mins

Tomas 1v1 8 mins



Setup as shown depending on ice availability.

On signal defending player ( ) skates towards attacking player

( ) who starts with puck. pivots backwards at which point 

can attack the net, play it out 1v1. On whistle discards

that oppenent and starts 1v1 with a different line, continue until

defender has played each line once.

Similar to above except defending player is not pivoting. As soon

as starts skating towards a line that player is able to attack the

net. Defender must close gap and angle to create turnover.

Key Points

Proper gap, make sure defender is getting close to play to

engage quickly and not skating backwards all the way to the net.

Situational drill for attacking/defending 2v1s. Coach passes to one of
the two forwards. Forwards cross and attack the net as quick as
possible. Defender must gap up and take 2v1 back to the net.
The coaching points for offense is to consider multiple attack options:
puck carrier drives wide, drop pass when crossing, fake drop pass
when crossing, using deception for passes.

Key Points

When attacking, have puck on forehand to increase options

Drill must be executed with speed!

For defending player try to force shot

Game is played 2v2/3v3 in the zone with each team having players that
can move laterally.  are on defense and try to maintain possession of
the puck for the duration of the shift can use the  players on the
outside.  must use the low support player before they can score. Flip
roles halfway through so offensive team has to use support players on
the side before they can score. 

Key Points

Defensive- gaine D-side positioning, protect the puck

Offensive- attack open space, communicate

1v1 x 4 Gap 8 mins
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Quick Attack 2v1 8 mins

Oshie/Kessel 10 mins
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